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Introduction

"Tell

me, what is it you plan to do with your
one wild and precious life?"

― Mary Oliver
I love this quote. I had it stuck on the wall in my office for years. It’s a salient reminder to
make the most of life; to wring all the juice out of it, to enjoy and savour every day. And to
keep asking the question…

"Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?"
Lives and circumstances change and what you’re doing today may not be appropriate or
desirable tomorrow. It’s important to check in with yourself and make sure you’re making the
most of your “one wild and precious life.”
To do this most people have goals of one sort or another. Traditionally these are set at the
very end of one year or at the start of the next. We all start out with the best of intentions.
But then life seems to get in the way. There’s not enough time, there are other pressures,
there’s work, family, social life, blah, blah, blah. By about the end of February many of us have
given up and are just going through the motions; going to work, coming home, getting dinner,
watching TV and going to bed. Life becomes an updated version of Groundhog Day.
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Not reaching goals aﬀects our levels of self confidence and motivation
Level Of Goal
Achievement

Level Of Effort
And Focus

Regularly setting and
achieving goals

Consistent

Goal achievement a bit
‘hit and miss’

Inconsistent

Not achieving goals

Unreliable

Lost track of goals

Little

Don’t set goals/
stuck in a rut

None

Level Of Confidence
And Motivation

You can see from the above diagram that achieving goals is, for most people, a means of
increasing their confidence and motivation. We all know the thrill associated with achieving
something. Even something small that we haven’t done before can make us feel good. We
perhaps see others achieving great things and wonder what we’re doing wrong. Everyone has
the same number of hours in a day so how come some people seem to achieve so much?
If you’ve given up setting goals or are consistently failing to achieve them, it nags at your self
confidence. I know — I’ve been there myself. The temptation is to do nothing. But doing
nothing does not build confidence and motivation — and certainly nothing gets achieved.
And while your goals and dreams remain unfulfilled, life’s passing you by and time’s slipping
away. If you change nothing, where do you think you’ll be two years from now?
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Part of the problem is how we think about goals

Where
you want
to be

Where
you are
How we think about achieving a goal

It looks easy!
You can easily envisage where you want to be from where you are now; after all it’s your goal,
your dream. But we can sometimes have a simplistic view of achieving goals and we can’t
always envisage the dreaded obstacles.

When those obstacles show up, we can lose sight of the goal
The obstacles need to be dealt with in some way. Yet we might not have the skills, training,
finances or any number of other internal or external resources to get past the obstacle. We
feel stuck and often, our dream remains just a dream as our focus turns toward the obstacles.

You need to think diﬀerently about goals!
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The reality is much more complex
As you can see from the above diagram the reality is not quite as straightforward as we’d like
to believe. It’s much more like an obstacle course than a 100 metre sprint!
In reaching our goals we can be thrown off course by the obstacles we face along the way.
Each obstacle is likely to be different from the last so you need a variety of skills and
strengths to go around, over, through or under each hurdle. You may not even realise what
skill you need until you get to the obstacle. And obstructions may seem to jump out to
surprise you at unexpected times!

= Obstacles such as:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of Motivation.
Avoiding Conflict.
Loss of Confidence.
Indecision.
Time management issues.
Limiting Beliefs.
Values Conflicts.
Overwhelm.
Relationship issues.
Procrastination.
Dealing with difficult people.
Lack of skill.
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The reality is that if you haven’t got the skill required to overcome the next obstacle you are
stuck — and may give up.

Successful people do things that the rest of us don’t:

•
•
•
•
•

The write their goals.
They make themselves accountable.
They deal with obstacles along the way.
They take responsibility.
They maintain consistent effort and focus.

I’m sure you’re well aware of these things.

Successful people also often have a secret weapon
That secret weapon is a coach or mentor who helps them maintain effort and focus, keeps
them accountable and responsible and helps them deal with the obstacles along the way.
And the first thing they do together? Write the goal.
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Coaching is goal oriented
Generally people seek coaching to reach some kind of goal, for
example a business, career, relationship, sports or spiritual goal.
The coaching process is structured to get you from wherever you
are to wherever you want to be. In the process you’ll overcome
the obstacles that might have previously obstructed you.
Coaching has a significant role to play in helping people to live
life to the full; reason enough for the virtual explosion of
coaching over the last two decades or so. Coaching wouldn’t
have remained so popular if people didn’t recognise the immense value that it can have in
helping them achieve their goals and dreams.

But coaching isn’t just about achieving goals and dreams
Coaching is about having someone help and guide you to live your life — in all its many
aspects — to its absolute fullest capacity. A good coach will help you develop more of your
own potential and expand your self-awareness. By leveraging your gifts and talents you
discover ways to unlock your own power, liberate your gutsy courage and reconnect with
your compassionate heart. Coaching can help you to not only discover what's missing, but
also find ways to enhance your life so it really ROCKS!
To overcome the obstacles, you’ll often learn new skills and develop strengths that will
enable you to more easily negotiate future obstacles. Using these skills will empower and
motivate you. You’ll develop the resilience to not only to achieve the goal you’re working
towards, but future goals as well.

A coach must add value to your life
Often that value might be a direct monetary
return on your investment; helping you be
more productive, get more sales, stimulate
creativity, improve business systems or
develop in your role. In fact implementing just
one idea or making one change can easily help
you recoup your coaching investment. That’s
why it's called an investment, and not a cost.
The changes you make can increase the all
important bottom-line. At other times the
result may be invaluable; an improvement in
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relationships with your partner, children, colleagues, boss. Feeling more satisfied or content,
achieving a work/life balance, or setting in place a career path may also be worthwhile and
valuable outcomes of a coaching programme.

Coaching misconceptions
Like many good things, coaching comes with it’s own misconceptions, so it’s probably
worthwhile addressing those:

Isn’t coaching just for losers who can’t get control of their own lives?
If you look at the world’s elite athletes — where coaching originated — every one has a
coach. It’s inconceivable that an athlete could win a gold medal without being coached. Think
about the New Zealand All Blacks for a second. World champions twice in succession — so
hardly losers! Do you think they would be as successful without a coach?
World-renowned organisations such as IBM,
NASA and the BBC have implemented
programmes that have produced
extraordinary results, both for the
organisations and the individuals in
those organisations. Many of the world’s
top executives and CEO’s (again, hardly
losers) also have coaches. They recognise
that they don’t know everything and that
they might have a blind spot that could
easily cause them expensive problems.
It is true that, in the past, a coach might
have been used in an
organisation to help fix an employee’s toxic behaviour — and hence the stigma.
But today, coaching is about developing the potential and capacity of promising staff, and
those selected for a coaching programme often wear it more like a badge of honour.
This positive view of coaching and mentoring has carried over to individuals who want to
make the most of their lives outside of work, who are happy to be held accountable and who
are committed to learning and growing.
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Aren’t coaches just therapists in disguise?
It is true that there are coaches who are also therapists. There are also coaches who are
accountants, psychologists, mechanics and bakers! Most coaches have had some life
experience and often another career before they decided to become coaches. They might,
therefore have a coaching speciality related to their background. For example an accountant
might specialise in finance and budgeting. However coaching is not therapy. If an issue arose
during a coaching session, a coach might refer you to someone else for help with that issue
or, if they have a background and qualifications in therapy, they may ask if you’d like to deal
with it in a separate session.
Personal issues often surface in coaching sessions, we’re all human after all, and it can be
difficult to compartmentalise work/social/home/relationships. Personally I specialise in
taking a holistic approach to coaching, recognising that any change in behaviour will impact
every aspect of a person’s life.

Anyone can set themselves up and call themselves a coach!
Coach training certainly can vary in its length, depth and effectiveness. Likewise coaches
vary in their levels of skill, ability and experience. It is important that you check for yourself a
coaches training, qualifications, skills and relevance as it relates what you want to achieve.

What happens if I don’t like the coach?
Many coaches will schedule some time to have a chat with you so you can find out how you
get along. You need to feel that a coach is on your side and believes in you and your ability to
reach the goal, because the relationship you have with a coach is based on trust.
Bear in mind that coaches
also have every right to
choose the clients they
want to work with. If they
don’t believe that you’re
committed to change, are
coachable, or that they can
add value to your life, they
may decide not to work with
you.
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Schedule a time
I’m happy to schedule some time to have a chat with you and discuss what you want to
achieve. Click here for contact details and to request investment and privacy information.

How does the Coaching and Mentoring Programme
work?
The programme entails a commitment
To achieve a goal takes time and effort as well as commitment. Taking up the coaching and
mentoring programme means you and I commit to partner together over a period of 3 6months. In this time we’ll have 10 coaching sessions. We’ll decide whether once a week or
once a fortnight will work best for you and we’ll get together for 60 - 90 minutes each time.

Connect easily — it doesn’t matter where you live
I have clients all round the world. As long as you have a reliable internet connection, we can
work together. We’ll meet in via Zoom. Zoom is the is the online video conferencing software
I use for our coaching sessions. I record our calls so that you can download them in either
video or audio (or both). This means you can listen and watch our session as often as you like.

Momentum
In between coaching sessions there will
be work for us both to do. I’ll no doubt
give you some ‘home-play’ that will
reinforce the coaching, help overcome a
barrier and move you towards the goal
you have set. You commit to doing the
work and reporting back the results. I
often have work I need to do on your
behalf before I coach you at the
following session. So the coaching
programme isn’t just about what we
do in each coaching session.

Formal Agreement
Before the programme starts I’ll send you a formal partnership coaching and mentoring
agreement outlining the responsibility we both have for making the programme successful. It
will contain information about confidentiality, cancellation policy, payment terms. We will
both sign this agreement prior to commencing the partnership.
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Once we have a formal agreement we’ll get started.

Is there a specific plan?
Session one is fairly standard because we’ll be setting up what we’ll be doing together over
the ensuing three - six months/10 sessions. However, just as you’re an individual, the
coaching will be totally tailored to your needs and the goal you want to accomplish. Below
I’ve set out some of the things that your coaching programme might encompass. However,
this is only a very rough guideline.

There are reasons for this…
The most important reason is that
everyone is different. I want you to
achieve your goals and will do whatever I
need to do to —so long as it’s lawful — to
help you get there. There’s no point in
having a prescribed programme if it’s not
going to meet your needs.
Another reason is that obstacles can
present themselves pretty much on an ad
hoc basis! (Please see the ‘Reality of
Achieving a Goal’ diagram.)
While the obstacles shouldn’t be used as
an excuse, it’s important to address the obstacles and move on towards your goal as quickly
as possible. I’ve found that working on whatever we need to work on in each session rather
than simply following a rigid programme seems to work well for most people. So if a problem
presents itself as an obstacle to reaching your goal, we’ll often deal with that issue first and
then go back to whatever we’d decided to do at the end of the previous session. Although you
may find that issues can often resolve themselves between sessions.

We might discover your superpower!
It doesn’t matter what your roles are in life; it’s a beautiful thing when you can discover and
then use your super-power.

What’s a superpower?
It’s something that’s uniquely you. It may be something you’ve been suppressing because you
thought it was unacceptable. But anything can be flipped around and reframed. And when
you can perceive it in a different way, it becomes a marketable commodity; it becomes part of
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your personal brand — who you are. You can exploit it to the max — and it’s easy because it’s
part of your very DNA.

I’m very flexible in how I coach so the programme also tends to be fluid.
I’ve had people come for coaching who were completely overwhelmed to the point where
starting a coaching programme simply added to their stress. So we started - not with session
one outlined below — but with session nine — Overcoming Overwhelm!
If you already have a good working knowledge of some of the things I’ve outlined below, then
we might skip those and move on to something that is more applicable. So please bear these
things in mind as you review what is essentially an overview of what your coaching and
mentoring programme may encompass.
Session one: Set up - defining the goal
Together we’ll establish your goal, where you are in relation to the goal, and what obstacles
might be blocking the way to achieving it. We’ll discuss the steps to get there and what
changes might be needed along the way.
Session two: Establishing values
Discovering what’s important to you is fundamental to self understanding and awareness.
Knowing what your values are, how they motivate you and how they influence your
behaviour is critical learning. Congruence between values and behaviour ensures that you
really walk your talk.
Session three: Aligning Beliefs
We’ll examine what beliefs you have and how they support or don’t support your goals. We’ll
discover and change any non-supportive beliefs.
Session four: Communication skills
What’s your communication style and how do you relate to others? We’ll look at ways to
improve your communication flexibility so you can relate to and read more people.
Session five: Managing your emotional state
We’ll determine what things ‘push your buttons’ and I’ll show you how to take control of your
emotions rather than having your emotions control you.
Session six: A framework for considering change
Change can occur at many levels and it’s useful to understand where changes need to be
made to get the most leverage and effect transformation, whether this is in a personal or
organisational environment.
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Session seven: Dealing with
conflict
Many people struggle with
conflict - or try to avoid it all
together. In this session I’ll teach
you some simple strategies that
will change your thinking about
conflict and provide
uncomplicated measures for
dealing with it.
Session eight: Using your
multiple brains
I’ll show you how to access the
creativity of your head brain, the
compassion in your heart and
the courage of your gut so you
make wise decisions involving all three of your intelligences.
Session nine: Overcoming overwhelm
If you’re used to juggling many balls at once it can be a shock to find yourself overwhelmed
with issues that need your attention — or worse still find you’ve dropped one of the balls. In
this session we’ll delve into simple ways to overcome overwhelm.
Session ten: Bringing it all together
In the last session we’ll complete any other issues that need to be tidied up. We’ll review your
achievements, where you’re at in relation to the original goal, the positive changes you’ve
made, your level of satisfaction and your feedback from others.
(You can see a mind map of this example process on the next page)
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Other issues that might be addressed in the coaching and mentoring
programme

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procrastination.
Lack of motivation.
How to coach your team.
Anxiety/worry.
Indecision.
Disorganisation.
Setting boundaries.
Discovering your purpose or mission.
Reactivity.
Relationships.
Courageous conversations.
Self care.
Transitions.
Self esteem issues.
Listening skills.
Abundance issues.

Of course at the start of each coaching session we’ll be checking in with where you’re at in
relation to where you want to be, and discuss any feedback you’ve had, or want to give me. In
between sessions I appreciate emails or texts to let me know how you’re going and especially
if you feel stuck on something. While coaching does involve effort, it isn’t about struggling, so
I expect you to let me know if you’re having difficulty so I can help you get back on track.

Some people want to work on their business or practice:

• Achieve a clearer focus, re-tune what you’re about or perhaps create a deeper connection
•
•
•
•
•

to your values and what’s important to you.
Have the opportunity to step out of the day-to-day business activities and get a more
global perspective on where you’re heading.
Sometimes you’ve been working too hard and want to discover ways to bring business and
personal life back into balance.
Brain storm solutions to challenges or examine other ways of doing things.
Learn how to get the best from people on your team.
And sometimes, it’s all of the above — and more!

Others prefer to work on more personal things

• Removing psychological barriers such as limiting beliefs.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Changing unwanted behaviours.
Making better decisions.
Setting goals and/or a general direction.
Aligning head, heart and gut brains.
Developing more confidence.
Examining the pros and cons of a career change.
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Why coaching AND mentoring?
Coaching
Coaching defines an ongoing relationship in which a coach helps you focus on taking action
toward the realisation of your visions, goals or desires. This might include identifying and
removing blocks, helping you change a behaviour or providing structure, support and
feedback so you stay motivated and on track.
Coaching is a way to a fast track your personal development; to help you change behaviours
that aren't working and develop new ones that do. In the process you'll gain many insights
about yourself, your relationships and even your work style.
Coaching assumes that the person being
coached knows, at some level, everything
they need to know. The coach therefore
uses various means, including in depth
questioning, to enable the person being
coached to find their own solutions. The
problem with just coaching is that we
simply don’t know, what we don’t know!

Mentoring
“Mentorship is a personal developmental
relationship in which a more experienced or
knowledgeable person helps to guide a less
experienced or less knowledgeable person. The mentor may be older or younger, but have a certain
area of expertise. It is a learning and development partnership between someone with vast
experience and someone who wants to learn.”
(Wikipedia)
In reality, I doubt there are many experienced coaches who haven’t strayed into mentoring as
part of their coaching. I just want to be open and up front about incorporating mentoring into
my coaching. I’ve coached and mentored many individuals, business executives, small
business owners, department managers and CEO’s over the years. My intention is to do the
best I can to add value to the organisation and/or the individual, and I believe the
combination of coaching and mentoring works best to achieve these aims.
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What kinds of people do well with coaching and
mentoring?
In my experience the people who get the most out of coaching are those who are passionate
about learning and developing their own potential, and who are highly motivated to change
or do things differently. They’re also committed to progressively making the necessary
changes and thus to the achievement of their goals.
Coaching isn’t for people who are stuck in their ways of thinking and being. To achieve your
goals will require effort, energy, focus and an open mind.

Why coaching and mentoring with Stephanie Philp?
Even before I went into business 20 plus years ago, I used to coach my own HR team as well
as others in the organisation. Since then I’ve obtained coaching and training qualifications
and studied all manner of subjects to give me broader experience and perspective as a coach
and mentor. I’ve developed considerable expertise in the following areas:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training.
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP).
Working with your multiple brains.
Coaching and coach training.
Neuro science.
Positive Psychology.
Motivation.
Organisational Change.
Writing.
Marketing.
Leadership development.
Team leadership.
Small business — set up, management and
development.
Behavioural change.
Presenting.
Group facilitation.
Spirituality.

My qualifications include:

• NLP Master Trainer (IANLP)
• Fellow Member trainer (IANLP)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified mBIT Coach Trainer (Multiple Brain Integration Techniques)
Master Practitioner of NLP
Certificate in Personnel Management and Industrial Relations, Auckland University.
NLP Master Coach
Coach Master Trainer (ICI)
Certified MBIT Evolve Your World Trainer
Accredited Business Mentor (BMNZ)

Let’s put it like this: I’ve got a ridiculously huge toolkit of skills and experience and consider
myself uniquely skilled as a coach and mentor. I use whatever skill I need to use, to get you to
wherever you want to go!

I take an holistic approach
Why? Because as a human being you’re not divided up into the different roles you play;
business owner, executive, parent, sibling, spiritual being, friend etc. You’re probably all of
those things — plus a lot more. I want to make sure that any changes you make in one aspect
of your life are going to impact positively on the other aspects of your life.
There’s no point in having a great business/career if everything else is falling apart. That’s
why I work with clients to ensure the changes made enhance life as a whole.

“Thank You For Caring”
“I would like to personally thank you for the changes you have been so instrumental in
making not only to me professionally but also personally.
I had an instant feeling of trust which for me is difficult, but this allowed your guidance to be
so openly received and absorbed.
I can say that today I didn’t want to end our session as I had feelings of sadness almost at
knowing I would not be in regular contact with you and be able to share with you my
triumphs. Cool, calm & collected are triumphs for me!
Thank you for being so great at what you do & caring so sincerely about me & my success.
I shed tears now, you are absolutely amazing & you have been key to changes that will
improve my entire life.
Thank you so much.
With sincere heartfelt gratitude,”

Tracy x
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What You Should Know
I know how to get more out of you and/or your business. I'm certain that everyone is capable
of more than they think is possible. I know what buttons to press, how to challenge you, what
questions to needle you with, and how to jump start your own creativity.
And, should we decide to work together I won't hesitate to press, needle and challenge!
That's what you'll be paying me for! I'm insightful, straightforward, practical and have a
wicked sense of humour. After all no-one said coaching had to be serious, did they?

Why do people typically seek coaching and mentoring?
It’s challenging to find a ‘typical’ coaching client, because everyone is an
individual with different needs, upbringing, background, life
experience and career history. So perhaps
it’s more useful to answer that
question by giving you some
examples of the people I’ve worked
with:
• New business owners and
solopreneurs.
• Senior managers.
• Small business owners.
• CEOs - small to medium business.
• People who have big goals.
Read on to see how coaching and mentoring benefits each of these…

New business owners and solopreneurs
If you’re in this category you’ll know just how challenging starting and growing a business can
be. There are dozens of things to think about — and then you find dozens more that you
hadn’t thought about! While it’s extremely exciting it can also be stressful and it’s easy to
miss some of the basics. It’s useful to have someone who’s got your back, with whom you can
have an intelligent conversation, and who will look out for and help you identify your
blindspots.
I love the excitement and creativity of coaching and mentoring new business owners. And
having been in business myself for over 20 years (as well as having coached numerous
business owners) I’ve got a pretty good all round idea of what to pay attention to.
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“Very, very rewarding.”
“As well as this ‘big picture’ assistance, Stephanie’s help was invaluable with specific problems.
Many times when a situation had us stumped, we asked Stephanie’s advice.
Like teaching someone to fish rather than giving them a fish, Stephanie could always ask the right
questions to change our thinking and to crack the problem. Not only would this lead us to the
immediate solution, it gave us the skills to handle future questions ourselves.
Time spent with Stephanie was often challenging, sometimes hard but always very, very
rewarding. At the end of our second year in business we won two awards based on customer
reviews.”
Anna Cunningham and Niall Darwin
Previous Co-Owners - PiwiWiwi Surf Campervans Ltd

Senior managers
These people are leaders. They’re in leadership roles but may have little or no formal
leadership training. They might have a sales, engineering, project management,
administrative or technical background and, while having a good grasp of the technical
aspects of their role, perhaps find the ‘soft skills’ challenging.
They find that treating everyone the same way simply doesn’t work, but are at a loss to know
what does work! They’re juggling myriad responsibilities and often find work all consuming,
leaving little quality time to spend with family and friends.
I coach them in the nuances of how to lead a diverse team. This may include understanding
different personalities and the best ways to get the most from themselves and each team
member. We might also cover conflict resolution, facilitating productive meetings, giving and
receiving feedback, time management, getting to the root of a problem etc.

Small business owners
Different from a new business owner who is still in the process of setting up their business,
the small business owner is more established and sometimes has a few staff. They may still
face some of the issues of the new business owner as well as those that present themselves
to a senior manager.
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“Super excited about the future”
“Having completed my NLP Practitioner and Master Practitioner training with
Stephanie Philp (Metamorphosis) a couple of years ago, the time was right to start
utilising my knowledge and skills in my place of work, as a Coach.
I chose to begin by assisting Stephanie at the NLP Practitioner Course last year – to
refresh and further hone my skills. I then signed up with Stephanie on her Private
Coaching and Mentoring program to support me through the first few months as I
prepared to start coaching my colleagues.
These sessions were invaluable – in the first one I set a goal (PERFECT Outcome) of
what I wanted to achieve. Once this was on paper, I started my journey, ticking off
the various steps along the way.
Six months later I now Coach eleven of my colleagues and the results for them and
our place of work have been nothing short of amazing! Stephanie’s guidance,
support and gentle prodding have enabled me to realise a dream I’ve had for a
long time. I’m super excited about the future!”
Cath Walker – General Manager
Sacred Sacred Hill Wines Ltd

CEOs - Small to medium business
Typically this CEO leads a business of 20 - 50 staff. They’re already savvy and successful.
They want to move the business forward but might be struggling to galvanise the work force
to action. Or the business might have grown so quickly they’re struggling to keep up with
demand or know where to go next. They might need a sounding board for ideas and feedback
on how they’re handling the diverse situations that present themselves. Or they may want
assistance with future strategy.

People who have big goals
These people know what they want — and they are also prepared for a challenge. Their goal
might be known only to themselves and me; they sometimes don’t have people they feel they
can share it with or people around them who will be supportive of their dream.
Or occasionally they just want to surprise others with how much potential they have and
how much they can achieve.
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Where are YOU
heading?
I hope this guide has given you some
idea of what coaching and
mentoring can do to add value to
your life. Oh! I almost forgot to
mention, it can also be a lot of fun!
It’s not for the faint hearted, but if
you’re open minded, love learning
and want to grow and achieve,
please get in touch with me.
I’ll send you a Coaching and
Mentoring Partnership Agreement
with some investment options so
you can decide if it’s for you. It’s an essential part of working with me and of your
commitment to achieving your dreams and goals.

Not Sure?
I’m interested in finding out what’s holding you back from being all you can be. I would love to
have a Zoom or phone conversation with you to discuss where you want to be, what’s
stopping you from getting there and how we might change this. There’s no charge for this, by
the way — I’m happy to be of service. And that’s a funny thing — even though I say, ‘no charge’,
some people still think, “There must be a catch.”
Yes, I would love us to explore a coaching relationship if that comes up as an option — but I
am unattached. I can’t care more about your success than you do. I just want you to
experience some value from me, because that’s how I am, and that’s why I send out useful
articles in my regular newsletter and blog posts. I’d like to give you the opportunity to
explore what your life might be like in two years - and yes, ONE conversation could do that.

Over to you!
So, it’s over to you, if you want to take advantage of this opportunity, or want investment
details for your coaching programme, my contact details are below. It’s up to you to take the
first step and get in touch.
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What will change if you don’t?

It only remains for me to ask you again…

"Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?"

Get in contact:
Stephanie Philp
P.O. Box 44, Raglan,
New Zealand
E: steph@insideyourmind.com
Mob: +64 (0)21-684-395
LinkedIn: nz.linkedin.com/in/stephaniephilp
My About page: https://InsideYourMind.com/about/
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